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Complex adaptive systems are extremely difficult to understand. The interaction of 
simple components gives rise to unexpected and unpredictable results; even in simple 
cases adaptive systems’ behavior baffles the uninformed intuition. In Adaptation in 
Natural and Arti$cial Systems (ANAS), Holland grapples directly with this difficult 
domain and succeeds to a remarkable extent. The work does not circumscribe the field, 
nor does it contain completely worked out solutions to a set of standard problems 
(as might an elementary mechanics text); instead it introduces (or possibly invents) 
the discipline of general adaptive systems theory and presents a number of intriguing 
insights, outstanding problems, and key ideas that have inspired literally hundreds of 
researchers. 
“The general objective of this formalism is comparison of adaptive plans, either as 
hypotheses about natural phenomena or as algorithms for artificial systems” [4, p. 251. 
The First Edition of Holland’s Adaptation in Natural and Artijicial Systems appeared in 
1975. It had two basic objectives: to develop an abstract characterization of adaptation in 
whatever guise, and, to describe several classes of adaptive algorithms including genetic 
algorithms. 
The book has the following form. The first three chapters offer examples of adaptation 
taken from diverse fields and introduce the formalism to be used throughout. Chapters 4 
and 5 lay the mathematical and conceptual groundwork for Chapters 6 and 7, which 
present the heart of the theory. Chapter 8 introduces the “broadcast language”. Chapter 9 
includes insights into why adaptation is difficult, cites some implementations and poses 
a number of speculative questions. 
* (MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1992) 
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Chapters l-3 
Adaptation occurs in a variety of fields including: genetics, economics, neural model- 
ing and artificial intelligence. Holland’s abstract formulation illuminates commonalities 
of adaptive processes in these superficially disparate areas. In its simplest form, adap- 
tation in whatever domain, is characterized as follows: given some structure in some 
environment, an adaptive plan utilizes information from the environment to modify that 
structure (attempting to make it more successful, more fit). In Holland’s symbolism this 
is written r : I x A ---f A where 7 is the adaptive plan, I the information from the envi- 
ronment and A is the set of all attainable structures (“attainable” here means attainable 
under the action of the plan’s set of operators, see below). Holland’s adaptive plans 
operate in discrete time-i.e., time moves in discrete jumps or steps; these steps may be 
centuries or nanoseconds depending on the application. A more detailed description adds 
memory as a component of the structure and introduces the adaptive plan’s modification 
operators, collectively called R (these operators are typically probabilistic). Thus, at 
each time step the adaptive plan uses environmental information gathered by a structure 
to select operators to modify that structure. 
Having introduced the formalism, Holland rephrases and answers a series of questions 
posed earlier (e.g., “What are the mechanisms of adaptation?‘, becomes, “What is a?” 
p. 29). The exercise of puzzling over and answering these questions would enable a 
reader to establish the (conceptual) foundations of the paradigm. There follow a number 
of excellent examples of adaptive systems, including a wonderfully pithy sketch of a 
theory of cognitive learning. 
Chapters 4 and 5 
Chapters 4 and 5 discuss schemata and optimal allocation of trials. Difficulties for 
an adaptive plan include: the size of the space of possible structures (A), and the 
tension between exploration and exploitation. If the search space of the adaptive plan is 
large, it is hopeless to try structures at random. On what basis should they be produced? 
Additionally, to what extent should information gathered from the environment be used to 
accrue profit as opposed to spending time and effort discovering additional information? 
Either extreme is clearly maladaptive-the system should neither spend all its effort 
attempting to discover more about its environment (since it would likely starve), nor 
should it focus all its actions on the first behavior it discovers that provides a reward. 
This difficult and subtle problem is simplified into the “two-armed bandit” problem. 
A gambler has a fixed amount of money that must be inserted into one of two slot 
machines, each with a constant, but unknown payoff function. The question, which is 
the essence of the exploration/exploitation dilemma, is “what sampling procedure will 
maximize the gambler’s return?“. The mathematical analysis of this simple problem 
is then extended to an arbitrary number of n-armed bandits, and then mapped onto 
an adaptive plan that manipulates schemata. Roughly, the conclusion is that ideally 
the adaptive plan should allocate an exponentially increasing number of trials to those 
schemata that perform above the population average. 
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Chapters 6 and 7 
With an understanding of the previous chapters the reader is prepared to understand 
Chapters 6 and 7, which present algorithms for genetic plans. A series of successively 
more complex algorithms are developed. This evolution from very simple to more 
articulated algorithms helps the reader to comprehend what the various portions of the 
algorithm are doing, as a finished version of a complete algorithm might not. Because 
these algorithms are presented in pseudo-code it is a simple matter to implement them 
in the programming language of one’s choice. 
Chapter 6 contains the heart of the theory in the form of the Schema Theorem. It 
demonstrates that the action of genetic plans of the class described will emphasize those 
schemata which are above average. More importantly, it shows that this is done in 
an efficient manner, effectively inverting the combinatorial explosion; instead of being 
defeated by the panoply of schemata which might work well, the algorithm manages 
to test them all in parallel. This is a curious and remarkable result; worth the effort to 
understand, if for no other reason than that it at first seems so implausible. 
Perhaps what the Schema Theorem does not say is as important as what it does. 
Although an adaptive plan of this class will emphasize those schemata that do exist, 
there is no guarantee that it will discover schemata that do not exist in the initial 
population. Additionally, while long schemata composed of building blocks extant in 
the initial population are likely to be created, the Schema Theorem does not speak to 
this issue. Thus, difficult solutions may never be discovered even if all their components 
exist in the population [S] . Another reason an adaptive plan may fail to discover difficult 
solutions is (using Holland’s terminology) that since the range of attainable structures 
(A) is determined both by the set of detectors (I) and the set of modification operators 
(L?) available to the adaptive plan (r), deficiencies in either may render the plan 
incapable of solving a particular problem. 
Chapter 9 
This chapter concludes the First Edition. It returns to the thesis of abstractly charac- 
terizing adaptation as a process and presents six reasons why adaptation is not simple. 
These characterizations are completely domain independent, and are thus of interest to 
adaptive systems researchers in any field. 
Holland concludes the first edition with this passage. “. . . we have come only a short 
way in the study of adaptation as a general process. The book’s main objective has been 
to make it plausible that simple mechanisms can generate complex adaptations; however, 
the book will have fulfilled its role if it has communicated enough of adaptation’s 
inherent fascination to make the reader’s effort worthwhile” [3, p. 1701. From this 
reader’s perspective it fulfilled that role admirably. 
The Second Edition of ANAS is a reprinting of the first with the addition of a new 
preface and a final chapter. The preface offers some interesting historical perspective; 
most amusingly, given the context of this review, that the book “. . . is certainly not part 
of artificial intelligence”. The final chapter contains a description of several of Holland’s 
more recent research projects, notably classifier systems and Echo which may both be 
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seen as offspring of the broadcast language (introduced in Chapter 8). It also contains a 
statement of an underlying research philosophy “In an area this complex, it is critical for 
theory to guide and inform the simulations, if they are not to degenerate into a process 
of ‘watching the pot boil”’ [4, p. 1851. 
Classifier systems 
A longstanding challenge for artificial intelligence is the “assignment of credit” prob- 
lem. When a good outcome occurs, how can the system determine which of a number 
of previous actions was responsible? Or, “How does a system improve its performance 
in a perpetually novel environment where overt ratings of performance are only rarely 
available?” [ 4, p. 1721. As a very simple example, if a chess program wins a chess 
game how can it determine which of the many moves it made were good moves? A 
system which does not learn avoids this problem, but as ANAS stresses repeatedly, the 
essence of intelligence is adaptation. Or, as Dr Holland was once fond of saying, “A 
system that will make the same mistake forever is not intelligent.” 
A classifier system is composed of a set of classifiers, a global message list (which 
functions as a blackboard), a set of detectors and a set of effecters. Each classifier is a 
condition/action rule (over the alphabet (0, I, #}, where “#,’ is a wild card). Conditions 
may be negated and/or conjoined by “and”. The action of a classifier is a message that 
may be posted if its condition is satisfied. In a classifier without learning the following 
four steps are repeated each time step: 
( 1) Input stimuli are converted to messages by the detectors. These are “posted” on 
the “message list”. 
(2) Each classifier whose condition is satisfied (by some message or messages on 
the message list) posts its message. Action locations which are wild cards “pass 
through” whatever value was present in the condition at that location. 
(3) The message list is passed through the effecters (which control output ports or 
devices). 
(4) Messages posted before step (2) are discarded from the message list. 
Even with this simple version, complex behaviors can be implemented. For example, 
a message can be sent to specific classifiers by using multiple conditions one of which 
is a tag which specifies the recipient of the message. Or, by using wildcards in the tag, 
a message could be sent to a particular group of classifiers. 
To address the challenge of the credit assignment problem the “bucket brigade” is 
added. In the bucket brigade each classifier has an associated “strength”. Instead of sim- 
ply posting messages in step two, classifiers whose conditions are satisfied “bid” for the 
privilege of posting messages. Bids are calculated as a function of the number of exact 
matches in the condition (i.e., those locations which are not wildcards) and the strength 
of the classifier. Some number of high bidders are selected; then bids are paid and the 
associated messages posted. Bids are paid by transferring strength from the bidder to 
whatever classiher( s) posted the message(s) that matched its condition. Classifiers that 
post messages may be thought of as “suppliers” and those which are triggered by those 
messages as “consumers”. In this metaphor classifier strength is thought of as “capital”. 
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When a reward is received from the environment all classifiers that currently have 
messages on the message list are rewarded by an increase in strength. The next time 
such a classifier bids it will bid more (since its strength is now higher) and if its bid is 
accepted it will pass along more strength to whatever classifier posted the message that 
matched its condition. By this mechanism, over time, chains of classifiers that lead to 
good results will be automatically strengthened. Rewards will flow from the environment 
(via the bucket brigade) back to the classifiers earlier in the chain that performed the 
stage-setting actions that allowed the reward to be eventually gained. 
On the other hand, classifiers that regularly post messages that either do not trigger 
other classifiers. or do not lead to rewards will gradually lose strength and will be unable 
to get bids accepted. Finally, using strength as fitness, a genetic algorithm can be applied 
at some interval to discover new, likely to be fit rules. 
The possibilities of classifier systems are intriguing, but researchers have found them 
to be rather difficult to obtain good results with. The utility of classifier systems in any 
general setting has yet to be demonstrated; this would be a fascinating area to institute 
a research program. 
ECHO: a tool for gaining insight into complex adaptive systems 
The third section of the last chapter describes Holland’s more recent work in associ- 
ation with the Santa Fe Institute on complex adaptive systems. These systems are said 
to share the following four properties: 
( I ) They at-e composed of many components which interact in a nonlinear fashion. 
(2) Their aggregate behavior is what is of interest. 
(3) The components typically compete and evolve over time. 
(4) They anticipate possible future events. 
These four attributes make such systems difficult if not impossible to analyse by de- 
composition, thus some other more holistic approach is indicated. 
ECHO is introduced as a modeling tool to allow scientists to perform gedanken 
experiments with adaptive systems and so develop intuitions and test theories about more 
complex systems. It “. . provides for the study of populations of evolving, reproducing 
agents distributed over a geography with . . renewable resources” [4, p. 1861. The 
description in ANAS is not meant to be prescriptive of how such systems must be 
constructed, but rather descriptive of a particular model of this class; individuals should 
feel free to modify or extend it to suit their own experiments. ECHO, as described in 
the fourth section, consists of a set of “sites” in some spatial configuration. Each site 
contains some number of “resource fountains” and some variable number of “agents” 
which can move from site to site. Each agent has “chromosomes” called “tags” and 
“conditions” and a reservoir to hold excess resources. Tags and conditions are strings 
over some alphabet; the resources are letters in the same alphabet. Tags are thought of as 
phenotypes, the external appearances of agents. Conditions are used to determine what 
phenotypes an agent will interact with. Each resource fountain provides some amount of 
some resource at some interval; resources remain at the site until some agent consumes 
them. Agents can uptake available resources and interact with other agents at that site. 
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ECHO is simulated by repeating the following basic cycle: 
(1) Resources are added to each site as per the schedule. 
(2) Agents uptake resources. 
(3) Agents interact (as detailed below). 
(4) Agents with sufficient resources in their reservoirs reproduce asexually. 
(5) Agents are charged a metabolic tax. 
(6) Agents which have not gained any needed resources in steps (l)-(5) migrate 
to an adjacent site. 
In the simplest case discussed there are three tag chromosomes (offense, defense, 
and mating) and three condition chromosomes (combat, trade, and mating). Agents can 
interact in three ways, through combat, trade and mating. When two agents called Al 
and A2 are selected to interact the following sequence takes place: 
( 1) If Al’s combat condition matches A2’s offense tag or A2’s combat condition 
matches A l’s offense tag, then combat is initiated. 
(2) If combat is not initiated and Al’s trading condition matches A2’s offense tag 
and A2’s trading condition matches Al’s offense tag, then trade is initiated. 
(3) If neither combat or trade results and Al’s mating condition matches A2’s mat- 
ing tag and A2’s mating condition matches Al’s mating tag, then mating is 
initiated. 
Combat is simulated by calculating combat scores from each agent’s offense tag and 
the other agent’s defense tag; the agent with the higher score is the winner and gets 
all of the loser’s resources. Trade consists of each agent giving any excess of some 
specified resource to its trading partner. Mating is much as in genetic algorithms; the 
chromosomes of both agents are recombined by single-point crossover to form two new 
agents. 
Holland notes that even though this is a very simple system surprisingly complex 
interactions emerge, such as arms races and food webs. Although some practitioners 
have found it difficult to achieve desired results with ECHO, it remains a fascinating 
arena and provides a test-bed for theories and experimentation with complex adaptive 
systems. It implements an environment with multiple agents, multiple resource sources, 
endogenous fitness, and spatial extent and thus solves many problems that many have 
noted with traditional genetic algorithm research over the years. 
Appraisal 
A number of strengths of ANAS have been noted above: 
( 1) It presents a description of genetic algorithms that one can easily implement in 
the language of one’s choice. 
(2) It develops and proves the Schema Theorem, which guarantees the success of 
adaptive plans (albeit with a number of constraints). 
(3) It is a thought provoking and exciting work that provides a tool for thinking 
about adaptive systems-it invents a paradigm. 
(4) It offers a glimpse of a general theory of adaptive systems that may one day 
develop. 
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It also has a number of weaknesses, including: 
(1) It is a copy of the First Edition with a chapter tacked on. Being familiar with 
the First Edition, I was anticipating an edited and cleaned up version of an 
old friend. Alas, that was not the case. Various passages remain wordy and 
rather more obscure than is strictly necessary. As an example, consider the first 
paragraph of the Preliminary Survey in Chapter 1. 
“Just what are adaptation’s salient features? We can see at once that 
adaptation, whatever its context, involves a progressive modification of 
some structure or structures. These structures constitute the grist of the 
adaptive process, being largely determined by the field of study. Careful 
observation of successive structural modifications generally reveals a basic 
set of structural modifiers or operators; repeated action of these operators 
yields the observed modification sequences. Table 1 presents a list of 
some typical structures along with associated operators for several fields 
of interest.” 
Compare the following, which has been edited slightly. 
“What are adaptation’s salient features? Adaptation involves progressive 
modification of some structure or structures; these structures constitute 
the grist of the adaptive process. Careful observation and/or analysis 
may reveal the operators that perform adaptation by successively modi- 
fying these structures. Table 1 presents structures and operators from six 
different domains.” 
(2) The mathematical development is abstruse in places; this is perhaps due to a 
poor choice of symbols, perhaps to some other cause. 
(3) The only alternative offered to sophisticated adaptive plans are enumerative plans. 
This same line of argument is also followed by Koza [9] and Goldberg [2]. 
The text denigrates hill-climbing algorithms without careful analysis, as a straw 
man. Various variants of hill-climbing that outperform the GA on a number of 
functions have been reported [ 1,8,1 I 1. Researchers now generally agree that 
enumeration. while a minima1 metric for judging GAS, is not longer sufficient, 
since we are no longer engaged in proofs of principle. 
Conclusion 
Holland’s ANAS is dated in some respects yet contemporary in others. The algo- 
rithms and ideas it presented has spawned dozens of research programs and scores 
of Ph.D. theses. Some issues it raised are still hotly debated [7]. Many aspects of 
the theory are still poorly understood and the problems it sets out remain for the 
most part unsolved. The formalism introduced encompasses the central nervous sys- 
tem (learning in neural networks), genetics (evolution), economics, and game play- 
ing (learning systems). ANAS is an excellent introduction to the paradigm and the 
field. 
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If one were unfamiliar with the field of adaptive systems and wished to become 
conversant in it at more than the applications level, this book is worth spending time 
studying (as opposed to. say Goldberg’s book which is a solid undergraduate-level 
introduction to genetic algorithms, or Koza’s book, which presents a particular class 
of genetic algorithms). Other required reading includes Holland’s Hidden Order [6] 
(which offers the updated perspective that ANAS lacks), and Mitchell’s Introduction to 
Genetic Algorithms I IO] (which offers a lucid, modern perspective). 
The high level of abstraction, the use of mathematical analysis and the somewhat 
obscure symbolism may render this monograph abstruse to a first time reader who 
is unfamiliar with the paradigm. Nevertheless, it is an enlightening treatment of a 
fascinating subject; and a close reading will be rewarded with many insights. 
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